
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

WorldPosta® - Business Cloud Mail 
Solution. 

 

 

Introduction 

Email is a key component of the modern business communication, corporations are using email on a 

daily basis as the ideal tool to conduct businesses. 

Currently, there are over 4.3 billion email accounts, and 2.6 billion email users around the world. By 

2019, the number is predicted to rise up to 26%.  

 

 

WorldPosta®-A Cloud Mail Service, Built For 
Business.  
 
WorldPosta® is a cloud-based business mail service, designed to provide your company with all the 

features that allow you to achieve more productivity in your workplace. 

Our cloud-based service ensures the highest availability for the service 99.9% (≈8 hours a year), stable 

connectivity, and anywhere access from any email client or browser. 

 

 

 

 

 



What Makes WorldPosta® The Best Mail 
Solution For Your Business? 
 
WorldPosta® Business Cloud Mail Service offers a wide range of features that will smooth your daily 

operations and boost your business. 

 

Switch to the Cloud! 

 

Minimum cost, maximum performance 
Hosting your Email data in the cloud will boost your business, as it will drive down costs and eliminates 

the daily administrations headache that comes with an on-premise solution. Your data will be 

completely safe, fully accessible via any platform. 

 

High servers’ availability 

 integrated with Amazon AWS Google Cloud Platform 
WorldPosta® Servers are integrated with the full-fledged virtual cluster of servers of Amazon AWS and 

Google Cloud Platform, with availability zones located in 35 points around the world; this will guarantee 

you and your staff a quick access to your mailboxes.   

 

Maximum Deliverability Achievement 
Switching to our service will improve your Email traffic’s deliverability achievement rate. Unlike other 

mail services, WorldPosta® scores the maximum deliverability achievement for a business mail service.  

 

Available in every country in the world! 
Unlike other services that are blocked in some regions, WorldPosta® Cloud Based Business Mail Service 

is available in all countries (such as China). 

 

200 GB mailbox for every user 
 Expand your organization’s capabilities. Don’t limit your employees during their daily business tasks. 

You can send up to 35 MB in attachments.   



Access your mailbox anytime, anywhere 
Your mailbox from WorldPosta® is at your fingertips, accessible from desktop and mobile devices. Active 

Synchronization & Outlook Anywhere: 

WorldPosta® uses MAPI protocol to allow a full-active real synchronization between all your devices 

View attachment in Outlook and OWA 
You can preview many different types of attachments directly in the Reading Pane. 

(txt, docx, xlsx, pptx, pdf, etc.…) 

 

Deleted items recovery 
You can easily manage and set how long deleted items are kept in your mailbox. You can recover the 

deleted sensitive data items within 356 days, and 60 days for the permanently deleted items. 

 

Global Address List (GAL) 
Allow your organization’s staff to connect easily between each other, using the Global Address List to 

provide them with all contact information: Name, Email address, mobile number, etc. 

Admins can add or remove contacts Information via WorldPosta® control Panel. 

 

Shared calendar 
The most efficient tool to keep track of all of your upcoming meetings and business events;  

Share calendar with a specific project team, share it with certain group or department or public. 

You can set permission to view, modify events and appointments in the calendar. 

 

Dynamic Distribution List 
Dynamic Distribution lists are mail-enabled feature created to speed up the mass sending of email 

messages and other information based on the filters and conditions that you define. 

When an email message is sent to a dynamic distribution list, it’s delivered to all recipients in the 

organization that match the criteria defined for that group. 

Example: you can set rules for sending messages to certain department, certain job title, or a certain 

project team. 

 

MAPI Protocol 
Messaging Application Programming Interface (MAPI) is the advanced and powerful messaging 

architecture, it accelerates the connection between your Email client and your mail server, and makes 

the messages passing operation more efficient and secured.  



Advanced Search: IncredibleSearch™ 

Search thoroughly into your mailbox. WorldPosta® advanced search feature “IncredibleSearch™” gets 

you full results from your messages body, and from the content of the attachments files; quickly and 

effectively. 

 
Control features from WorldPosta®: 

Simplified yet effective Control Panel 
 
 WorldPosta® introducing the best Control Panel, enhanced and developed for IT personnel in your 
company to have full control over managing your employees’ user accounts. 

 

Reviewing system 
Sometimes you need to double-check a message before the message is sent to the recipient. Reviewer 

can reject or allow messages send from new employees and also provide comment on rejected 

messages.   

 

Setting group policies 

You can set policies to enforce settings on a specific or a group of users or computers inside your 

organization’s domain.  

Messages tracking 
Use group policies feature to set rules to track a specified word or subject in sent or received messages 

you want to follow up on.  

 

Monitoring users’ mailboxes 
WorldPosta® monitoring tools help you monitor your team mailboxes.  



Security features from WorldPosta®: 
 

Intelligent, built-in anti-spam for every user 

Email spam can affect your daily operations, reports estimate that 60% of the global email traffic is spam 

or a malware. For business mail that deals with a great amount of emails traffic every day, any malware 

or spyware can do a great harm to your data and network. 

WorldPosta® uses many layers of security systems and anti-spams to scan inbound and outbound 

messages, and reduce the spam that reaches your mailbox.  

 

End-To-End Encryption (E2EE)  
High efficient encryption between the two end points, only the two users can access and read the 

emails. 

 

Intelligent anti-spam filter & anti-viruses 

Email can be vulnerable to threats that rises every day, WorldPosta® uses the most intelligent anti-spam 

techniques to clear your mailbox and make way for the daily important messages.  

For zero-day-attacks protection, the built-in intelligent anti-virus uses sandboxing techniques that 

executes the unknown suspicious attachments before your reaching your organization network.  

 

Control over mobile devices: 

  Block any lost or stolen mobile device from accessing your mail, and completely erase all your sensitive 

data before reaching the not authorized personnel.  

 

 

 

 

24/7 Technical Support 
Our technical support engineers are active all the time to help you to solve any issues.  

 
 

 

 



WorldPosta Requirements 
In order to use WorldPosta’s features, you should meet the following requirements: 
Internet Connection: 
WorldPosta business mail is a cloud based service, which means that all of your data are hosted 

on the cloud and the only way you can connect with the cloud is via internet. 

It’s recommended to have at least 1MB Internet plan (For every 25 users) to upload 

attachments bigger than 20MB. 

Supported E-mail clients: 

 Outlook versions: 
 

o WorldPosta supported outlook versions: 2010, 2013, and 2016. 
o You may use Outlook 2007. (Not Recommended). 
o Outlook 2013 is only supported on Windows 7 and newer versions. 

o Outlook 2010 requires installing Windows Service Pack 2. [Download SP2 32-Bit | 64-Bit] 

 Mozilla Thunderbird 

 
About WorldPosta® 
WorldPosta® is a cloud-based mail service, designed for businesses. 

Our service built to provide a powerful and stable Email service to the companies and organization, as it 

is the backbone of modern day communication. 

Our Mail service is now used by many businesses around the world, with an increasing number of new 

clients who are migrating into our service.   

 
Contact us: 
If you are interested in WorldPosta® service:  

Sales@worldposta.com  

If you have any inquiries about our service, please contact us: 

- Technical inquires: Support@worldposta.com 

- General inquiries: info@worldposta.com 
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